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GUILLEMIN and Kazhdan, in [2], consider the following problem: on a manifold M of negative 
curvature, consider the Schrodinger operator A + a’, where A is the Laplacian and CD is a 
potential. When is it possible to recover @ from the spectrum of A + a? They show that this is 
always possible when M has simple length spectrum, i.e. no two closed geodesics on M have 
the same length, and when the curvature of M is suitably pinched. 
In this paper, we construct a manifold M of negative curvature and two potentials 0, and 
@, such that the spectrum of A + Qi equals that of A + a2, but Q1 and Qz are not the same. It 
is an essential feature of our construction that M will not have simple length spectrum, as the 
theorem of Guillemin and Kazhdan requires. 
Our method is based on the quite general method of Sunada [4] for constructing 
isospectral manifolds. Namely, we consider coverings M, and M z of a fixed manifold M, . By 
solving a related group theoretic problem, Sunada shows how to carry this out so that M, and 
M2 are isospectral but not, in general, isometric. 
We now consider the following state ofaffairs: suppose that, by some accident, Mi and M2 
were indeed isometric by an isometry that does not respect the covering over MO. There is 
then no reason to expect this isometry to respect an arbitrary potential Q lifted to Ml and M2 
from MO. Then Sunada’s argument tells us that the operator A + @ on both Ml and M2 is 
isospectral, giving us the desired example. 
We will show how to arrange such an accident. 
The plan of this paper is as follows: in $1, we set up the relevant problem in group theory, 
and solve it. In 92, we follow Sunada’s argument to show how this gives rise to isospectral 
potentials. In 93, we then show how to find the desired manifolds of negative curvature. We 
also consider more general manifolds of non-positive curvature, showing in particular how to 
construct isospectral potentials on manifolds of all ranks. 
$1. THE GROUP-THEORETIC PROBLESI 
THEOREM 1. There exist diagrams offinite groups (see Fig. 1) with the following properties: 
(i) each conjugacy class of G meets H, and Hz in the same number of elements: 
(ii) HI and H2 are not conjugate in G; 
(iii) HI and H2 are conjugate in G’. 
It will be shown in the next section how such diagrams of groups can be used to construct 
isospectral potentials. 
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Fig. 1. 
We make no claim to the originality of Theorem 1. The examples we give here were shown 
to us by Robert Guralnick, and they are quite common in the theory of finite groups. 
Proof. We first remark that it suffices to replace (iii) by the condition that Hi and H2 differ 
by an outer automorphism of G, thus removing G’ from the picture. This is true, because if Hi 
and H2 differ by an outer automorphism, we may extend G by its group of automorphisms to 
obtain G’. 
Now consider the group G = SL(n, q) of n x n matrices ofdeterminant 1 over the field Z/q 
where n 2 3 and q is a prime number. We take for HI the group 





which is the group that stabilizes the line (t, 0, 0, . . . , 0), t~Z/q. 
For H2 we take the group * 0 0 0 0 
* * * * * ! i * * * 
of stabilizers of the (n- 1) plane (0, x2,. . . , x,). 
It is clear that HI differs from H2 by the automorphism g + (9’))l, where g’ is the 
transpose of g. 
We claim further that HI and H2 are not conjugate in G. If they were conjugate by g, then 
H2 would stabilize the line g. ((xi, 0, . . . , 0)). But given any vector v = (0, x2, . . . ,x,), we may 
find an element of H2 whose only eigenvector is u. Since n 2 3, H2 does not stabilize any line. 
We now claim that any conjugacy class [g] meets HI and H2 in the same number of 
elements. But the number of times that [g] meets HI depends only on how many eigenvectors 
[g] has, and whether the corresponding eigenvalues are distinct. Thus, [g] and [g’] meet H, 
in the same number of elements, or, equivalently, [g] meets H, and Hz in the same number 
of elements. 
$2. ISOSPECTRAL POTEhTIALS 
We now show how the group-theoretic onstruction of $1 yields isospectral potentials. TO 
that end, suppose that we have a Riemannian manifold MG’ with a surjective homomorphism 
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f: rri (@’ ) -+ G’. Consider the manifolds ,MHl, MHl. MG, M’, which are Riemannian 
coverings of MG’ whose fundamental groups are the pull-backs underfof the corresponding 
groups. 
We now consider an arbitrary function OG on MG, and lift it to functions OHi OH’, a’, on 
.MHI , MHz, and Ml, and consider the corresponding Schrodinger operators LH = A + OH, 
H = H,. Hz, G, 1. We now use Sunada’s elementary trace formula [4] to show: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose H,, Hz, G and G’ are as in Theorem 1. Then: 
(i) ,LfHl is isomefric to MHz 
(ii) LH1 is isospectral to LH2 
(iii) for generic choices of @, there is no isometry from MHl to MHz taking @‘I to OHz. 
Proof. (i) is easy to see. G’ acts on M’ by isometries, and for g E G’, the map g: M’ + IV’ 
will induce an isometry from MH 1 to MHz if g conjugates Hl to Hz. 
To show (ii), we consider for H = H,, Hz, 1 the heat kernel kLH. If 
i.H I,..., i.H k , . . denote the eigenvalues of LH, we have 
C,-c;.P)t = s kLH (t, x, x) dx ,uH 
and 
kHh (t, x, L’) = 1 kL’ (r, 2, gj), 
vH, 
where .? and j are arbitrary lifts of x and y to M’. 
The elementary trace formula [4] then says that 
kHn (t, x, x) dx = C 
#kECgl nHi) 
s 
k’(t, x, gx) dx 
Cd 6 G #(Hi) 
where #(g E [g] n Hi) denotes the number of times the conjugacy class of g meets Hi. 
In particular, if #(g E [g] A H,) = #(g E [g] n H,) for all conjugacy classes [g], then LH 
is isospectral to LHz, establishing (ii). 
We now show (iii). We remark that an isometry Y between two manifolds is determined by 
where Y takes a given point p and a frame of orthonormal vectors at p. So let us now assume 
that the function (3 on MG describes uniquely a point and a frame at that point-for instance, 
it suffices to choose CD so that it has a unique maximum p and such that its Hessian has distinct 
eigenvalues at p. This is clearly a generic condition on Q. 
Now suppose there is an isometry Y from MHl to MHz taking QHl to OHz. It follows that 
a lift of p to MH1 must go to a lift of p in MH 2 and similarly for frames. It follows that Y covers 
the identity map on MG, i.e. q must correspond to the action of an element g EG which 
conjugates Hl to H1. This contradicts (ii) of Theorem 1, and so establishes (iii). 
53. I\IANIFOLDS OF NONPOSITIVE CURVATURE 
It now suffices to construct manifolds M of negative curvature and homomorphisms 
7~1 (M) --* G’. 
When M is a two-dimensional manifold of negative curvature, then there is a 
homomorphism n,(M) -+ 2 * Z. So, in particular, after passing to a finite cover ML of ‘MM, 
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there is a homomorphism TC, (Af’) + 2”’ = Z* . . *Z (k times). Taking k large enough, we 
find homomorphisms n1 (A4’) -+ H for any given finite group, H. 
It follows that for any hyperbolic surface A4, there is a finite covering M’ of M with two 
isospectral potentials. 
For hyperbolic 3-manifolds, the situation is more complicated. It is not hard to construct 
examples of hyperbolic 3-manifolds M with a map rcl (M) + Z * Z. One such construction 
can be found in [1], where it is shown that for any 3-manifold N, there is a hyperbolic 
manifold .\f which is a branched double cover of N, so that in particular n 1 (M) surjects onto 
~1 (N). 
For a general hyperbolic 3-manifold A4, it seems to be a difficult question to decide 
whether there is a finite cover of A4 whose fundamental group maps onto Z*Z. Indeed, the 
easier question of determining whether there is a finite covering whose fundamental group 
maps onto Z is a difficult question raised by Thurston [S]. 
The following argument, shown to us by Millson [3], constructs examples of hyperbolic 
manifolds A4 of all dimensions 2 3 with homomorphisms x1 (A4) + Z * Z. Suppose there are 
two disjoint and homological distinct hypersurfaces HI and H2 in M. Then cutting M along 
H, and Hz produces a connected manifold MC”‘, and a homomorphism x1(M) + Z * Z can be 
read off by elementary means. In [33, section 4, Millson shows how to construct such 
hyperbolic M in all dimensions by considering arithmetic groups. 
For manifolds of higher rank, the fundamental groups are very restrictive, and one can see 
from Kazhdan’s Property T that there are no homomorphisms 7r1(A1) + Z*Z for such M. 
However, we may exploit the arithmetic nature of the examples of Theorem 1 to produce 
homomorphisms x1 (M) -+ G for these groups. Indeed, one may construct discrete compact 
subgroups r. of SL(n, R) which are realized as integral points in division algebras, such that 
the reduction of I-. mod q is SL(n, q), for all but finitely many primes q. 
We remark that Mostow rigidity applied to such M says that any outer automorphism of 
xl(M) = rn is realized by an isometry of M, so that MH 1 and IM~Z produced in this way are 
automatically isometric. We thus produce in this way isospectral potentials on compact 
manifolds of arbitrary rank. We do not know whether Sunada’s construction can be applied 
to yield isospectral, non-isometric manifolds of rank 2 2. 
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